ÉLAN
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ÉLAN
The very shape of comfort.
The COMFORTcurve™ élan series from
MTS offers a more comfortable approach
to conventional banquet seating. Combining our popular COMFORTflex® back and
COMFORTweb® seat technology with our
uniquely shaped dual contoured back, these
elegant chairs support the natural curve of
the spine, providing unparalleled lumbar
support. It might just be the most comfortable banquet chair you’ll ever sit on.
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ÉLAN
Ahead of the curve.
A natural progression to our elegant élan
series, the COMFORTcurve™ élan series
offers four unique back designs, each one
featuring an attractive, thinner profile and
complemented by a streamlined-profile
protective bumper edge. The result is a
collection of sleek and attractive banquet
chairs that are as refreshing to look at as
they are relaxing to sit upon.
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Standard on all models

ÉLAN
Comfort that comes with confidence.
It’s easy to see why the élan series banquet
chairs offers such a stylish and comfortable
choice. And, with each chair backed by MTS’
12-year structural frame warranty, it’s a confident
choice, too. So you can rest assured that these
hardworking chairs will be an integral part of
your facility for the long haul.
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ÉLAN

From floor to 'store'.
COMFORTcurve™ élan nesters have the
smarts to go with their good looks, so they
understand not to overstay their welcome.
Once the show is over, these guys easily nest
10 high—conveniently out of the way and ready
for your next event. What’s not to love?
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élan Banquet Seating
COMFORTcurve™ élan

Classic élan

1
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Features a lowerprofile protective
vinyl, bumper edge
featuring no welt.

3

Deeper, more
contemporary
seat design.

4

Standard
with the MTS
COMFORTweb®
Seat.

5

®

4 unique back
styles with a
dual compound,
contoured shell
which forms the
back and delivers
exceptional
lumbar support.

7

1

6 elegant
contoured
back styles.

2

Traditional 1½"
protective vinyl,
bumper edge
with welt.

3

Traditional
seat design.

4

COMFORTweb
Seat® standard.
Stacking models
feature a 2½"
waterfall seat.

5

4 base styles
available (500
series base is
only for Classic).
See page 15
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5

3 nesting
base styles.
See page 15

Customized Comfort
With élan banquet chairs, even comfort can be customized. All élan models feature our trademarked
COMFORTflex® seating system with a flex, spring-motion back that responds as your patrons change
position. This unique system provides a flexible approach to comfort, incorporating an aluminum alloy
extrusion that functions as a spring between the back and the seat. The élan stacking models are also
available with COMFORTweb® seats, in a choice of both traditional or contoured seat designs. All this
comfort is offered with confidence, as all élan chairs are backed by our 12-year structural frame warranty.

The Choices Really Stack Up
From upscale banquet rooms to bustling dining facilities, élan fits the bill. Our upscale, sophisticated nesting models
nest seat-on-seat up to 10 chairs high, while our hard-working stackers stack safely leg-on-leg up to 10 high, protecting
the upholstery from damage — perfect for busy environments that require chairs to be frequently moved and stored.
Each model is available in a choice of lightweight, aluminum alloy bases— in either a reeded or smooth finish —
or a hard-working, cost-conscious steel frame. Any way you choose, you’ll be sitting pretty.

Classic élan
Nests 10 high

Nesting Bases

Stacking Bases

Perfect for the most
fashionable ballroom to fine
dining, élan nesting chairs
exude elegance and style.
A gracefully contoured
leg design that is welded
into a four-legged base
allows nesting up to 10
high, provides a unitized
COMFORTcurve™ élan
Nests 10 high
construction that exceeds
BIFMA standards by as
much as 500%… and allows
customers to easily exchange
damaged or worn cushions,
without disassembling the
entire chair.

élan stackers offer a stylish
seating solution even in the
busiest banquet conferencing
center, and they conveniently
stack up to 10 high when
the event is over.
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Classic élan
Stacks 10 high

CLASSIC ÉLAN
A choice selection.
With élan series banquet chairs, the choice
is yours. That’s because élan offers so many
different options to fit your needs and tastes.
Whether you select from a stylish stacker or
a neat nesting model, you can choose from
six different back styles and five different base
styles. Add in a wide range of colors
and patterns, a variety of upholstery options
and more than 30 standard powdercoat
finishes, and you’re sure to find the élan
to sit perfectly in your space.
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Standard on all models

CLASSIC ÉLAN

Comfort, by design.
No matter what the function, élan series
banquet chairs will keep your guests sitting
in luxury until the final applause has faded.
All élan models come standard with our unique
COMFORTflex® seating system, designed to
offer a truly flexible approach to comfort,
incorporating a flex, spring-motion back that
actively responds to changing sitting positions.
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Standard on all models

CLASSIC ÉLAN
Style that really stacks up.
Elevate your banquet seating
solutions with élan series banquet
chairs. These chairs not only raise the
bar on comfort and choice, they aim
higher when it comes to convenience
too, safely stacking or nesting up to
10 high. That makes élan the perfect
choice for any environment—from
the swanky banquet room to the
bustling dining facility.
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Standard on all models

CLASSIC ÉLAN

Dressed for success.
Contemporary or classic. Fashionable or friendly.
Whatever the personality of your space, élan series
banquet chairs make it easy to find the perfect
look. Choose from hundreds of color and pattern
combinations. Select from an array of finish styles.
And pick from a wide range of features and options—
including 12 standard bumper edge colors, sewn-in
channel backs, and button tufted backs, to name a
few. Whatever your choice, you’re sure to find the
best combination to create the ‘perfect sit.’
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Standard on all models

CLASSIC ÉLAN
Neatly nestable.
There’s no doubt that the MTS élan
nesting chair provides hours of prolonged
comfort. In fact, each nesting chair in the
series comes with a 4" thick COMFORTweb®
seat with COMFORTbliss® foam standard.
And when the day is done, élan nesting
chairs are ready to rest, too, with a gracefully
contoured leg design that is welded into
a four-legged base, allowing convenient
nesting or stacking up to 10 chairs high.
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Standard on all models

CLASSIC ÉLAN
Smartly stackable.
The élan series comes with an available
stacking base. These 500 series stackers
are hardworking, cost-conscious and the
ideal solution for busy environments that
require chairs to be frequently moved and
stored. The 500 series all safely stack
leg-on-leg up to 10 high, protecting the
upholstery from damage, and come
standard with a 2½" thick waterfall seat
with COMFORTbliss® foam padding.
Stylish, comfortable and smart.
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Standard on all models

élan Features and Options
With élan, it’s all about choice. And that continues with the myriad of features and options available for élan.

COMFORTflex®
All élans come standard with MTS COMFORTflex® featuring a high-strength aluminum alloy spring
which allows the back to flex as the person seated moves or applies pressure.

®

COMFORTcurve™
Possibly the most comfortable banquet chair anywhere, the COMFORTcurve™ élan features our
COMFORTcurve™ back shape. This unique back design is shaped to support the natural curve of the spine
and provides unparalleled lumbar support. With a thinner bumper edge profile, it delivers a fresh appearance.

ProBax® Technology
O F

MORE

For added comfort and support, all MTS élan banquet chairs are available with the optional ProBax technology. A medically
proven technology that increases comfort by subtly tilting the pelvis, increasing the body’s blood and oxygen flow. The MTS
ProBax® technology also directly alters the body’s posture by realigning the spine and ensuring the weight is borne by the
skeletal structure, not the body’s muscles, resulting in less fatigue and more attentiveness for the seated patrons' attending
a banquet, conference, or convention.
USA

S
0 YEAR

5
L I T Y
Q U A

THAN

Protective Vinyl Bumper Edge
Designed to absorb shock from the contact of use and handling, the Bumper
Edge is a custom extruded design exclusive to MTS. All Classic élan models can be
ordered with a smooth profile specified by “BE” before the back style number, or
with a ribbed profile, specified by “BER”. All COMFORTcurve™ élan models “CC”
offer streamline protective vinyl bumper edge.

Smooth edge for
Classic élan “BE”

Ribbed edge for
Classic élan “BER”

Choose from 12 standard colors.

Streamlined
protective edge for
COMFORTcurve™
élan “CC”

Optional Two-Tone Back Welt

B01

B03

B07

B08

B09

B10

Black

Cabernet

Camel

Chocolate

Bittersweet

Metallic
Copper

B11

B13

B14

B15

B16

B17

Metallic
Espresso

Metallic
Antique Gold

Metallic
Brass

Metallic
Charcoal

Metallic
Silver

Metallic
Impala

Specify inside (“TTI”)
or outside (“TTO”).
For contrasting back
welt when ordering.
Not available on
COMFORTcurve™
models.

NOTE: All colors are reproduced as accurately as possible and are for reference purposes only. Please contact MTS with your selection(s) for actual color samples.

Ganger Options
Optional Nesting Ganger

Classic élan 500 Series Stacking Base Ganger Options

Retractable Formed Ganger Specify “RFB”. Available for
COMFORTcurve™ and Classic élans
“S”, “A”, and “RA” bases only.

Retractable Wire Ganger - Specify
Gold (RLG), Silver (RLS), Black (RLB).
Available on 500 series bases.

500 Series Stack
Bar Ganger Specify “GSB”
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500 Series Welded
Wire Ganger Specify "WWG"

élan Features and Options
Steel Base Options

Aluminum Base Options

Reeded Aluminum
Profile “RA” Nesting
(specify “RA” after
back style number)

500 Series Steel
Stacking Base

Tapered Steel Leg
Nesting Base

Square Steel Leg
Nesting Base

Square Aluminum Leg
Nesting Bases

Cost-effective, durable steel base
allows élan to stack 10 high at
83"– 86" subject to back style. A
standard 2½" waterfall seat with
COMFORTbliss® foam padding
combines with premium metal
base glides for a hard-working,
comfortable stacker. Not available
on COMFORTcurve™ models.

Tapered, “swagged” leg presents
a classic style perfect for more
traditional environments, while
the steel construction provides
strength and durability. Nests up
to 10 chairs high at 72"– 74½"
subject to back style. The MTS
COMFORTweb® seat (CWS)
comes standard.

Cost-effective, durable base
nests up to 10 high at 72"– 74½"
subject to back style. The MTS
COMFORTweb® seat (CWS)
and premium metal base glides
are standard.

Lightweight, high-strength aluminum
alloy nesting base allows élan to
nest up to 10 high at 72"–74½"
subject to back style. The MTS
COMFORTweb® seat (CWS) and
premium metal base glides
are standard.

See seat options below– Specify “500” after
back style number

Specify “ST” after back style number

Specify “S” after back style number

500 Stacking Series Seat Options

Smooth Aluminum
Profile “A” Nesting
(specify “A”after
back style number)

élan Gaming Chairs

2¾" Flat COMFORTweb®
Seat - Specify “CWS”
(Optional on 500 Series bases)

Back Options

Standard: 16.5"
Extra-Wide: 17.5"

COMFORTgrip™
Get a handle on easy transportation. Ergonomically
designed handgrip provides a comfortable grip and limits
contact with the upholstery surface, helping to maintain
the elegant appearance of élan dining or banquet chairs.
Patents pending.

As appears on
Classic élan

Mega-Size: 19"

Mega-Size: 22"

2¾" Contoured COMFORTweb®
Seat - Specify “CCS”
(Optional on 500 Series only)

Extra-Wide: 20"

“Extra-Wide” and “Mega-Size” Chairs.
The MTS élan Nesting chair is perfect
for those extended hours at the gaming
tables. And to provide even more prolonged
comfort, all élan nesting styles are available
with our optional “Extra-Wide” seat,
providing a full 1 inch of width over our
standard seat. Specify “W” after the base
suffix (BE198-A-W, for example). Available
on all élan models.
And if ultra-comfortable is in the cards, we
offer a “Mega-Size” 198 back style élan.
With a larger seat, 2½ full inches wider
than our standard seat, and a 22 inch back,
2 inches taller than the standard back, the
Mega-Size élan is the perfect choice for highroller comfort. Specify “M” after the base
suffix. Available on 198 back styles only.

For ease of mobility, optional casters are
available on all élan nesting models only,
standard, wide and Mega-Size. Specify
“C” at the end of the model number.

As appears on
COMFORTcurve™ élan

Specify “CHG” when ordering.

Custom Embroidered Outside Backs
Contact your MTS representative
or Sales Coordinator to discuss
how to have your custom design
embroidered on élan. Specify
“CEB” when ordering.
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A C O M P L E T E L I N E O F H O S P I TA L I T Y P R O D U C T S
Banquet & Meeting Room Seating

Bolero
Nesting

Alpha/
Omega

Catalyst

Congresso

élan

Impilato

Kay Lang

MTS Burgess MTS Burgess MTS Burgess MTS Burgess MTS Burgess MTS Burgess
Como
Levo
Mendola
Salvo
Vario
Vio

Piper

Restaurant, Club & Lounge Seating

SigmaStacker

600 Series

Kilo

Americana

Micah

Americana
Woods

Moderne

Bolero
Dining

Cafe Flex

MTS Burgess
Salon

Cafe Twist

Poize

Chairaz

Schoolhouse

Club Series

Square Chair

32 Series

33 Series

Dine Focus

Strom

DinePlus 20

Toledo

Fully
Upholstered

Upholstered
Moderne

Guest Room & Public Space Seating

Ergonomic Guest & Conference Room Seating

30 Series

Designer
Classics

34 Series

36 Series

37 Series

Tables & Bases

38 Series

39 Series

40 Series

Coralie

Paragami

Inessa

Lehto

Staging Products

To see the entire line of MTS
hospitality products, visit
www.mtsseating.com.
Folding Tables

Restaurant/Club Tables

Tri-Height
Cocktail Tables

TransFold™ Stages

Mobile Stages

The MTS Representative in your area is:
MTS Seating is sensitive to the impact of
our manufacturing on the world around us.
That’s why we developed and adopted the
SynerGreen® philosophy to make continuous
environmental improvements in our processes
and products, while practicing sound business
principles to focus on satisfying customer
needs. In addition, MTS is proud to be the first
hospitality banquet seating manufacturer to
earn the GREENGUARD® Indoor Air Quality
Certification on our line of stacking, banquet and
restaurant seating, and in 2014, MTS received
Sustainability Leader status with the MindClick
Global Hospitality Sustainability Index.

élan November 2015

Visit our website at mtsseating.com to find out
more about our SynerGreen program and for
the big picture in turnkey solutions for every

C

seating setting.
Discover performance engineering, ergonomics
today’s hospitality industry demands, and the
design impact to make a lasting statement –
whimsical to romantic, retro to regal.
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MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, MI 48182
734-847-3875
FAX: 800-329-0687
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